INVESTING PROFESSIONALLY IN
THE MIDDLE EAST
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Global Asset Allocation
Asset Class

Equities

Fixed Income

Commodities

Tactical View (3m horizon)
The fundamental backdrop for equities remains solid given the still-decent
growth numbers coming out of the US, Europe and Asia. In contrast,
valuations are unattractive following recent record stock market highs, low
volatility and lofty price-to-earnings ratios. Therefore; overall a neutral stance
to equities seems appropriate.

We expect the yield curve to continue bear flatten over time, i.e. short term
rates to increase faster than long term rates on the back of a continuation of
good momentum in the US economy which would usher the Fed to proceed
with rate hikes while at the same time inflation is only slowly creeping up.

Oil is still in center stage with OPEC and non OPEC countries maintaining
production cuts. Brent saw some selling off along with the rest of the market,
closing January at $ 69.05/barrel, while selling off to low 60’s by February 9th.
We prefer to stick to the more conservative market consensus of $55-60
range, with potential for upside surprise.
Mashreq Capital View:

Positive view

Neutral view

Negative view
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Regional Asset Allocation
Region / Country

GCC

Region / Country

Region / Country

Bond spreads supported
by an increase in oil
prices, however, UST
yields uncertainty has
softened demand for EM
paper in general

Index inclusions in focus
will support KSA and
Kuwait markets higher.

Short dated bonds
provide value for carry
positions while we see
varying degrees of
improving economies

CBE’s monetary easing is
supporting equities and
this is expected to
continue.

Volatility is back and
Turkey is one of the first
names to get sold off,
prefer corps over
sovereign

Sensitive to US hikes &
political risks

Region / Country
De-pegging risk has been
selectively revived
(example: Bahrain and
Oman)

EGP to remain in a band

North Africa
Carry trade, outflows and
inflation continue to
pressure currency

Turkey
Mashreq Capital View:

Positive view

Neutral view

Negative view
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Fixed Income - Markets
US Yield Curve
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Fixed Income – Monthly Commentary
Where we Stand
March was quite an eventful month for global risk assets. Most notably, we saw the aggressive tariff moves between US
and China, a sell-off in the US tech stocks and the ongoing reshuffle of administrative staff at the White House. It has been
a bit of a perfect storm, which resulted in treasury yields fluctuating wildly but eventually contracting in March. Separately,
as was expected, the Fed raised its target for the federal funds rate by 25bps to 1.50-1.75% on the back of US job gains
and stronger economic outlook. Moreover, the hotly anticipated dot plot projections revealed that the median for 2018 was
left at a total of three rate hikes confirming a hawkish trend for rates in the medium term.
Regionally, high yield credits showed a resilient performance compared to investment grade owing to the former’s usually
shorter duration, limited supply and thicker spread cushion. On March 16th, Moody’s downgraded Oman by a notch to
Baa3—its lowest investment grade rating and retained the negative outlook as it expects the country’s fiscal and external
metrics to weaken over the next few years. This subsequently resulted in a rating downgrade of all government related
entities of Oman by the agency.
Despite elevated market volatility, both the Makaseb Income Fund and the Mashreq Al-Islami Income Fund
outperformed respective benchmarks by 0.61% and 0.64%, respectively in YTD terms by end of March.

Outlook
We expect volatility in US treasury yields to continue in the near-term with US inflation and labor market data to act as
key catalysts for rates. Regional markets are likely to witness a flurry of new issuances in April and early May before the
window closes during the month of Ramadan. We continue to favor short duration high yield names but remain open for
tactical longer duration positions.
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3. Equities
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Regional Equity Strategy

Sector

GCC

North Africa

Turkey

Banks
Consumer Goods
Real Estate
Telecommunications
Materials
Utilities

Positive view

Neutral view

Negative view

Mashreq Capital View
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Regional Equities – Monthly Commentary
Where we stand
•

•

•

•

•
•

After a volatile February, MENA had a strong March with the
index finishing up 3.9% as investors focused on the FTSE
announcement. Saudi was the focal point of investor interest
while Egypt also performed very well. Additionally, oil prices
were supportive finishing up 7.4%. MENA markets are up 7.4%
for the year outperforming Emerging Markets, which are up
1.4% YTD.
In Saudi, the market jumped by 6.1% led by large-caps, mainly
banking and petrochemicals but also select names that are
likely to be included in FTSE EM’s index. At month end, FTSE
announced that Saudi will be included in 5 phases in 2019 with
an expected weight of 2.5%. The market is up 8.9% YTD.
Egyptian shares (Hermes Stock Market Index) were up 8.6% for
the month (similar in USD terms) as inflationary data came in
cooler than expected. This data point resulted in an increased
probability of another interest rate cut at month end, which
came through. The market is up 15.5% YTD.
Qatar corrected downwards finishing down 0.9% despite a weak
February and despite an FOL increase by QNB, which was
initially taken positively but finished down. The market remains
up 0.6% YTD.
UAE had another weak month finishing down 2.8% as
participants shift from UAE to Saudi index. The UAE overall
index is down 2.2% YTD.
Despite anticipation of having 2 phases for FTSE EM index
inclusion,
the
Kuwait
market
cap
weighted
index
underperformed MENA finishing up 0.4%. The market is up
3.6% YTD.

Outlook
•

•

•
•
•

•

In Saudi, after FTSE’s positive decision, the market will look
forward to MSCI’s decision in June, which should also be a
positive decision. We expect the market to continue moving
up.
In Egypt, markets will continue to look forward to inflation
data to judge the path of interest rate cuts. There are 2
inflationary data points before CBE’s May 17th meeting. We
believe market will continue to be supported by decelerating
inflation.
Qatar will likely rebound from the weak February and March as
dividend season is right around the corner.
With oil prices above USD 60/bbl and Expo 2020 investments
beginning, we expect UAE markets to perform well.
Similar to Saudi, the focus of Kuwait will be on MSCI’s decision
to include Kuwait on the EM watch list. Having said that, we
are not holding our breath. Nevertheless, the market will be
buoyed by the FTSE decision to include Kuwait in 2 phases.
Global markets continue to show volatility. We continue to see
no material change in global economic fundamentals,
however, the market’s recent volatility may be a sign of
investors front running economic weakness.
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Equities
Purchasing Managers Index
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On a YoY basis, KSA witnessed
the largest drop in PMIs and is
at the lowest reading since the
series began on weaker new
orders
and
unemployment
numbers. All readings were
down on a monthly basis as
impact of VAT and subsidy cuts
trickles through. We expect
economies
to
begin
strengthening, nevertheless.
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Source: Tadawul
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Saudi Institutions
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Saudi institutions and Foreigners
were mainly net buyers and
drove most of the inflows
leading up to the FTSE Emerging
market announcement on March
28th.
Foreigners
have
now
bought USD 2.1bn worth of
Saudi equities YTD. We expect
this to continue supporting
Saudi markets.
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Equities – Chart of the Month

MENA Q1 2018 Expected Results
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Aggregate MENA earnings are
expected to grow 7% YoY in Q1
2018. In terms of countries,
Kuwait is expected to grow by
15% followed by 10% for Qatar
and Saudi Arabia at 7%. On a
sector level, Energy is expected to
have the highest growth driven
by KSA & Oman followed by
Consumer Staples driven by
Egypt. Healthcare is expected to
have the lowest growth of -13%
with weakness coming mainly
from KSA followed by Real Estate
down by 8% , dragged down by
UAE.

Net Income Growth YoY

Source: EFG Hermes
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1. Global and Regional Asset Allocation

5. Mashreq Capital Fund Performance
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Makaseb Income Fund Vs. Index
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Note: Fund performance has been rebased as of 31st December, 2012. The fund was benchmarked against HSBC Nasdaq Dubai ME index until 31 st December, 2013. On 1st
January, 2014 the benchmark was changed to JP Morgan MECI Index (BB TICKER: JCADMETR). All historical benchmark performances have been replaced to that effect.
Source: Mashreq Capital
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Mashreq Al Islami Income Fund Vs. Index
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Note: Fund performance has been rebased as of 21 st July, 2013. The fund’s benchmark effective January 2017 is JP Morgan Middle East Sukuk Index (BB TICKER: JCADSUTR).
All historical benchmark performances have been replaced to that effect.
Source: Mashreq Capital
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Mashreq Arab Tigers Fund Vs. Index
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Note: Fund performance has been rebased as of
December, 2012. The fund was benchmarked against MSCI Arabian Market Index until 29 th September, 2010. On 30th
September, 2010 the benchmark was changed to S&P Pan Arab Composite Large Midcap Index (BB TICKER: SPACPUX). All historical benchmark performances have been
replaced to that effect.
Source: Mashreq Capital
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Contact Us:
Mashreq Capital (DIFC) Ltd.
Mail: Al Fattan Currency House, Tower 2,
Fl 28, Office #2803 DIFC, Dubai, United Arab
Emirates P.O. Box 1250
Tel: +971 4 424 4618
Email: assetmanagement@mashreq.com

This document has been prepared solely for information purposes. It does not constitute investment
advice, solicitation, any offer or personal recommendation by Mashreq Capital (DIFC) Limited (“MC”)
or any related MC entity (which includes for the purpose of this disclaimer, any employee, director,
officer or representative of any MC entity), to buy or sell any security, product, service or investment,
or to engage in or refrain from engaging in any transaction, including any jurisdiction where such any
such investment advice, solicitation, offer and/or personal recommendation would be contrary to any
law or regulation in that jurisdiction. Certain assumptions may have been made in the analysis that
resulted in any information, projection, results and/or returns detailed in this document. No warranty
or representation is made that any returns/results indicated would be achieved or that all assumptions
in achieving these returns/results have been considered. Past performance is not necessarily
indicative of future results. Neither MC nor any related entity warrants or represents the accuracy of
the information provided herein and any view expressed in this note reflects the personal view of the
analyst(s) and which does not take account of any individual client’s objectives, financial situation or
needs. Investors are required to undertake their own assessment and seek appropriate financial,
legal, tax and regulatory advice to determine whether any investment is appropriate for them in light
of their experience, objectives, financial resources and other relevant circumstances. Neither MC nor
any related entity accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct, indirect, consequential or any other
category of loss arising from any use of this document and/or further communication in relation
thereto. Neither MC nor any related entity has any obligation to correct or update the information or
opinions in this document and any opinion expressed is subject to change without notice. This
document is disseminated primarily electronically, and, in some cases, in printed form.
FOR THE DIFC-BASED FUND COVERED IN THIS NOTE, THE MATERIAL IS INTENDED ONLY
FOR PROFESSIONAL CLIENTS, AND NOT FOR RETAIL CLIENTS, AS DEFINED BY THE DFSA
RULES AND SHOULD NOT BE PROVIDED TO OR RELIED UPON BY ANY SUCH PERSON.
Any terms in this document are indicative and do not constitute solicitation or an offer to sell to the
public, whether on any particular terms or at all. This document is not intended to identify, represent
or notify any conclusive terms and conditions of any transaction, or other material considerations or
any possible risk, direct or indirect, that would or may be involved in undertaking any such
transaction.

www.mashreqcapital.ae

Mashreq Capital (DIFC) Limited, the firm managing these pooled funds, claims compliance with the
Global Investment Performance Standards (GIPS®). For more information about the GIPS standards,
17
please visit www.gipsstandards.org.
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